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ABSTRACT
Data management systems will face several new challenges in sup-

porting IoT applications during the coming years. These challenges

arise frommanaging large numbers of heterogeneous IoT devices

and require combining elastic cloud and fog resources in unified

fog-cloud environments.

In this demonstration, we introduce a smart city simulation called

IoTropolis and use it to create interactive eHealth and Smart Grid

application scenarios. We use these scenarios to showcase three

key challenges of unified fog-cloud environments. Furthermore, we

demonstrate how our recently proposed data management system

for the IoT NebulaStream addresses these challenges. Visitors to

our demonstration can configure and interact with the scenarios

to manage electricity usage in IoTropolis or to distribute patients

across different hospitals. Thereby, visitors can actively engage with

the challenges showcased by IoTropolis and utilize NebulaStream

to address them. As a result, our demonstration enables visitors to

experience data management for future IoT applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the InternetofThings (IoT) enablednewapplica-

tions formanydomains, such as health care [10], public transport [4],

and the energy industry [8]. These applications collect and analyze

data from physical devices. For instance, monitoring systems for in-

tensive careunits (ICU) collect data fromdozensof sensors toprevent

emergencies [10]. To support such IoTapplications, several dataman-

agement systems have been proposed, e.g., IoTDB [12], Frontier [9],

and NebulaStream [14]. These systems utilize compute resources in
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unified fog-cloud environments, i.e., resources close to IoT devices in

the fog layer [3] combined with elastic cloud resources. This enables

in-network processing in the fog layer, reducing network load, de-

creasing data processing latency, andminimizing cloud costs. To per-

formin-networkprocessing, thesesystemsmust supportdiversedata

sources (C1), handle complex network topologies (C2), and trigger

the actuation of physical environments in real-time (C3). Although

current IoT data management systems address these challenges (C1-

C3), showcasing them in real-world scenarios remains difficult.

In this demonstration, we introduce an interactive smart city sim-

ulation called IoTropolis. We use IoTropolis to realize IoT scenarios

from the eHealth and Smart Grid domains, which showcase the

following three key challenges of unified-fog environments.

C1. Heterogeneous and Disaggregated Data Sources: Fog-
cloud environments consist of geo-distributed and heterogeneous

data sources that utilize many different messaging protocols and

data formats. To showcase this challenge, IoTropolis enables visi-

tors of our demo to integrate heterogeneous data sources, such as

wind turbines and EVs. In particular, these sources can generate data

streams using different messaging protocols and data formats, i.e.,

Parquet, CSVs, or JSON. Furthermore, visitors can place sources at

different locations in IoTropolis to simulate geo-distribution, e.g.,

the wind park or the hospital. Thus, visitors can combine data from

wind turbines using MQTTwith a Kafka stream from solar panels.

C2. Complex Hierarchies of Heterogeneous Processing
Nodes: Fog-cloud environments can consist of complex topolo-

gies of heterogeneous processing nodes. These nodes range from

densely-connected andpowerful cloud servers to sparsely connected

and resource-constrained devices in the fog. To this end, IoTropolis

enables visitors to configure hierarchical topologies of heteroge-

neous computing nodes. Based on this topology, our application

scenarios leverage in-network processing to preprocess data in the

fog layer. For example, visitors to our demonstration can configure

the processing capabilities of hospitals in the eHealth scenario. Thus,

hospitals can process queries in-network locally without exposing

data to the cloud.

C3. Real-Time Actuation of Physical Environments: Effec-
tive actuation of processes in physical environments often requires

real-time analysis of large amounts of raw sensor data.To showcase

this challenge, our application scenarios provide different actua-

tion endpoints that allow data management systems to influence
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the simulation in real-time. First, the energy scenario provides an

actuation endpoint to distribute cars to charging stations based on

locally available electricity. Second, the energy scenario provides

an endpoint that enables fine-grained control over the number of

active street lights at night. Third, the eHealth scenario provides an

endpoint to distribute patients across hospitals based on available

intensive care unit beds. The smaller the actuation latency, the more

effective the actuation process becomes.

To show how IoT data management systems address these chal-

lenges, we integrate IoTropolis with NebulaStream [14]. NebulaS-

tream is designed to operate in fog-cloud environments and ad-

dresses the above challenges as follows. First, NebulaStream sup-

ports many messaging protocols and data formats and handles geo-

distributed data sources (C1) [4]. Second, NebulaStream generates

hardware-tailoredcode toefficientlyutilizepowerful cloudmachines

and resource-constrained edge devices (C2) [5–7]. Finally, NebulaS-

tream addresses (C2) and (C3) by utilizing network topology infor-

mation for query operator placement, minimizing network latency

and overall network traffic [1, 2]. In particular, NebulaStreamutilizes

geospatial information from data sources (C1) to process data locally

and thereby more efficiently (C2 & C3).

In general, we envision IoTropolis to become a testbed that il-

lustrates the capabilities of data management systems in fog-cloud

environments. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

(1) We introduce IoTropolis, an interactive smart city simula-

tion that showcases threekey challenges of unified fog-cloud

environments.

(2) We leverage IoTropolis to realize two real-world IoT appli-

cation scenarios.

(3) WedemonstratehowNebulaStreamaddresses thechallenges

showcased by IoTropolis.

(4) We provide a UI to enable visitors to explore IoTropolis,

NebulaStream, and the application scenarios interactively.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we dis-

cuss the system overview of our demonstration. Section 3 highlights

two real-world IoT scenarios with which visitors to our demonstra-

tion can interact. Finally, we present our conclusion in Section 4.

2 SYSTEMOVERVIEW
In this section, we discuss the implementation details of IoTropolis

and NebulaStream.We will refer to Figure 1 throughout this section,

as it provides an overview of our demonstration.

2.1 IoTropolis
IoTropolis provides an interactive smart city simulation to represent

challenges of unified fog-cloud environments and consists of two

components, e.g., the visualization and the data generation.

Visualization: IoTropolis represents the entire simulation vi-

sually via an interactive application running in a web browser 1 .

For example, IoTropolis visually represents electronic vehicle (EV)

sources via cars that drive across the city, deplete battery power

and regularly recharge at charging stations. Furthermore, the vi-

sualization component of IoTropolis provides two interfaces for

user interaction. First, IoTropolis contains a visual control menu 2

allowing visitors to modify parameters, such as wind speed, inter-

actively. Second, IoTropolis provides several actuation endpoints
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Figure 1: SystemOverview from the perspective of a visitor.

3 that visitors can employ by submitting queries to NebulaStream.

Thereby, visitors can establish feedback loops between IoTropolis

and NebulaStream, such as controlling the number of active street

lights at night, based on available electricity. Furthermore, IoTropo-

lis immediately reflects actions that impact data generation during

runtime, i.e., actuation requests (C3) or control menu changes vi-

sually. Overall, the visualization component provides two ways of

interaction and immediate visual feedback of generated data. The

actual physical sources exist in a separate data generation layer.

Data Generation: IoTropolis simulates eight different sources

4 ranging from electronic vehicles (EVs) to hospitals that visitors

can scale. Sources continuously generate and publish realistic data

based on real-world properties. For example, EVs use their driven

distance in combination with individual battery capacity and effi-

ciency values to determine their current battery level. Furthermore,

IoTropolis creates individual sources in Docker containers that vis-

itors can configure freely 5 . Visitors can configure the data format,

messaging protocol, geo-distribution, and the scale factor of individ-

ual sources via configuration files (C1). Additionally, visitors can set

up the network topology in which NebulaStream operates (C2).

2.2 NebulaStream
In the following, we highlight aspects of NebulaStream that are

relevant to our demonstration. For a detailed description of Nebu-

laStream, we refer the reader to the following papers [13, 14].

Visitors of our demonstration interact with NebulaStream via

NebulaStream UI 1 . The UI is a convenient web interface for Neb-

ulaStream that allows for submitting queries, managing sources,

monitoring NebulaStream, and visualizing query results. The UI

continuously communicates with the NebulaStream coordinator to

apply user changes and update information.

The NebulaStream coordinator 2 orchestrates query processing.

It organizes all sources in the source catalog. Physical sources like
wind turbines and solar panels can be combined into logical sources

via the UI to manage large numbers of sensors (C1) conveniently.

Furthermore, the coordinator organizes all computing nodes in the

topology catalog, whichbenefits query optimization. The coordinator

utilizes topology information to split incoming queries into local

query plans that distribute the query workload across workers (C2).

NebulaStream workers 3 are heterogeneous and sparsely con-

nectedmachines that form arbitrary hierarchies in unified fog-cloud



Figure 2: IoTropolis Overview. Red: Hospitals of the eHealth Scenario. Green: Producers in the Smart Grid Scenario. Purple:
Consumers in the Smart Grid Scenario. Grey: Control Elements. All highlighted elements provide interaction with visitors.

environments (C2 & C3). Primarily, workers process local query

plans and transfer the query results to the next downstreamworker,

thus enabling in-network processing. Additionally, workers locally

manage the lifecycle of deployed query plans and inform the coor-

dinator about any local failures.

3 IOTAPPLICATION SCENARIOS
In this section, we discuss how visitors can interactively experience

the challenges C1-C3 via a smart grid scenario (3.2) and an eHealth

scenario (3.3). For each scenario, we first show how IoTropolis and

NebulaStream realize the scenario and highlight how visitors can in-

teractwith it. Inparticular,we showhowvisitors cancombinehetero-

geneous file formats and messaging protocols in single queries (C1).

Second, we demonstrate how visitors can use the UI to monitor Neb-

ulaStream’s in-network processing on fog-cloud processing node

hierarchies (C2). Finally, we showhowvisitors can utilize IoTropolis’

actuation endpoints and NebulaStream to create real-time actuation

of IoTropolis’ simulated environments (C3). This sectionwill refer to

Figure 2, which shows an overview of IoTropolis’ visualization, and

Figure 3, which shows the relevant elements of NebulaStream’s UI.

3.1 Demo Setup
For our demonstration, we deploy IoTropolis on a laptop. IoTropolis

runs in aweb browser and uses Docker containers for the data gener-

ation layer. Furthermore, we deploy the NebulaStream coordinator

on a different laptop, and NebulaStreamworkers no a cluster of six

Raspberry Pis, which allows the simulation of a hierarchical fog-

cloud topology. Each Raspberry Pi represents a fog node connected

to the central NebulaStream coordinator node.

3.2 Smart Grid Scenario
IoTropolis simulates an increased need to use varying amounts of

available electricity produced by renewable sources [11]. To that

end, IoTropolis enables visitors to manage a smart grid by actively

controlling electricity distribution and sources.

IoTropolis represents the smart grid scenario by enabling interac-

tions between so-called electricity producers, e.g., wind turbines and
solar panels, and consumers, e.g., households, factories, and street
lights (see Figure 2). Visitors can configure these sources to use dif-

ferent file formats and messaging protocols. For example, producers

could transmit JSON data via MQTT, and consumers CSV files via

ZMQ. Visitors can group such physical sources by creating logical

sources in NebulaStream UI (see Section 2). This enables visitors to

conveniently query potentially large numbers of physical sources us-

ing logical sources. Additionally, queries can combine sources with

different file formats and messaging protocols. Thereby, visitors can

experience challenge C1.

When visitors submit queries via the UI, NebulaStream optimizes

the queries and efficiently places operators across fog-cloud pro-

cessing nodes by utilizing information from the topology catalog.

Figure 3 shows the network topology for the smart grid scenario in

the middle. Additionally, Figure 3 shows the operator placement of

a query that calculates the difference between produced and con-

sumed energy over a one-second window on the left. It shows that

NebulaStream pushes down operators in the hierarchy to aggregate

data as early as possible, thereby decreasing processing latency and

network load. In this way, visitors can experience challenge C2.

The smart grid scenario provides two actuation endpoints that

visitors can use in their queries. The first actuation endpoint lets

visitors control the number of street lights at night. If electricity

production is low because wind speeds are low, IoTropolis allows

to turn off street lights via actuation queries to reduce the amount

of consumed electricity. Additionally, the endpoint allows visitors

to target groups of street lights in specific areas of IoTropolis, for ex-

ample, to turn off street lights in the industrial area first. The second

actuation endpoint allows visitors to distribute EVs across charging

stations in the city. Charging stations receive electricity from their

solar panels and nearby producers. Different charging stations can

supply different amounts of electricity to recharge EVs over time.

Visitors can use the information on the locally available electricity



Figure 3: NES-UI: 1: Deployed Query Plan. 2: NebulaStreamTopology. 3: Result Visualization.

at charging stations and the battery statuses of EVs to smartly dis-

tribute EVs across charging stations. By additionally utilizing the

control menu, visitors can experience challenge C3.

3.3 eHealth Scenario
Real-time analysis of medical IoT data could be life-saving. In par-

ticular, monitoring patients’ health statuses and predicting load in

ICU beds can be crucial [10]. In this scenario, visitors manage the

two hospitals in IoTropolis by using health status information to

distribute patients across available ICU beds efficiently.

IoTropolis simulates two hospitals with limited ICU beds (see

Figure 2). Additionally, IoTropolis simulates IoT sensors for patients

that continuously enter the hospitals where they are treated and

eventually leave again. Each hospital is a physical data source that

visitors can configure concerning scale, data format, and messag-

ing protocol. Thus, visitors can configure the hospital data sources

differently, enabling queries that combine data from heterogeneous

data sources. Thereby, the eHealth scenario represents C1.

Hospitals also function as NebulaStreamWorkers. Consequently,

each hospital can (pre-)process its data. If visitors submit a query

that calculates the number of available ICU beds across hospitals,

NebulaStream pushes down aggregation operators to the individual

hospital Workers. Hospitals only transmit the pre-aggregated data

to the parent fog node afterward. In this way, the eHealth scenario

enables visitors to experience challenge C2.

The eHealth scenario provides one actuation endpoint. This ac-

tuation endpoint enables visitors to control the distribution of new

patients across the two hospitals. Visitors can submit queries that

monitor the number of available ICUbeds across hospitals andpoten-

tially predict future changes. Based on the results of the monitoring

query, visitors can use the actuation endpoint of the eHealth sce-

nario to smartly distribute new patients across the hospitals. The in-

network data processing of NebulaStream enables actuation queries

with very low latency. Thereby, visitors can experience C3.

Finally, visitors may also use the control menu to change the ca-

pacityof ICUbeds for the individual hospitals and to adapt theoverall

patient load. This allows visitors to significantlymanipulate the data

generation and the assumptions used for patient distribution. On

the one hand, IoTropolis directly reflects the effects of parameter

changes via the control menu. On the other hand, visitors can also

submit and visualize queries via the UI. The bar chart on the right

side of Figure 3 shows an example of the difference between overall

produced- and consumed electricity in IoTropolis.

Overall, the scenarios provide many different interaction points

for visitors to experience the challenges C1-C3. Additionally, they

enable visitors to experience potential future IoT applications in the

energy industry and healthcare.

4 CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a smart city simulation called IoTropolis that

we use to realize IoT scenarios from the eHealth and Smart Grid

domains. Furthermore, we use these scenarios to showcase three

key challenges of unified fog-cloud environments and show how

our recently proposed IoT data management system NebulaStream

addresses them.We show that visitors to our demonstration can sub-

mit queries that target heterogeneous data sources, are processed

in-network in fog-cloud processing node hierarchies, and enable

low-latency actuation. We plan to extend IoTropolis towards bench-

marking capabilities and additional scenarios in the future.
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